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Case Study:
The Challenge.

LT Solution.

In a market where a few large players
dominate, Energy Projects Recruitment
(EPR) wanted to launch a new concept
with a fresh perspective. Its mission
is to be “Your expert energy sector
recruitment partner providing a
strategic voice at your board table”.

The Foundation

With over 20 years experience in the sector this fresh,
new entrant to the energy sector recruitment market
has an experienced head on its young shoulders and
ambitious goals for the future. To launch with impact
and maximise on the opportunity, EPR chose Lead
Talent as its strategic partner in the recruitment
space along with our unrivalled ability to work using
a 360-degree approach, guiding senior teams on a
five-year strategic plan and then supporting them
with execution of the plan across all key commercial
functions: Team, Brand, Operations and Finance.

We believe in working from a position of knowledge
before assumption. So, to kick of this project and as
part of the wider strategic development phase being
undertaken by Lead Talent, the brand team undertook
a deep dive discovery into the marketplace and key
competitor set. Once the field of play was clear we
then spent time with the EPR senior management
team to define the value proposition, brand vision,
mission and values. In a nutshell, why a client and
candidate should choose to partner with EPR. What
makes EPR unique.

Building the Brand
Once the fundamental DNA of the EPR brand was
defined, we set about how this should be visually
articulated. In logo. In tone of voice. In imagery.
Essentially how EPR should come to life across all
client and candidate touch points. These were all
articulated in a comprehensive set of brand guidelines
complimented by a suite of professional team
photographs.

Going Live
With Lead Talents support EPR came to life on digital,
in social, in print and in PR dramatically surpassing the
client’s expectations. The brand has delivered significant
cut through in a challenging marketplace and has
received a strong response from clients. As the
business moves forward EPR continues to work with
Lead Talent on its brand development and activation.
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Lead Talent are true business
partners. The team left no stone
unturned in developing and building
the brand. They understand the
recruitment sector (with over
60-years experience), how to build
a successful brand (Nike), and
importantly how to build high
performing teams. Team Lead Talent
have been integral to the successful
launch of EPR, feel and voice of the
brand, and bringing it to life in a
considered and comprehensive
plan. What they have delivered has
truly exceeded.
Matthew Blane
Managing Director
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